
Taubensee-Hochalmen-Runde

HIKING TOUR

Strenuous but scenic hike to the Taubensee and to the high alpine pastures Sauermöseralm and Stoibenmöseralm

Starting point
Taubenseepark Hinterwössen

Location
Unterwössen


distance:
12.0 kilometres 

duration:
05:30 hours


maximum altitude:
1287 meters 

minimum altitude:
695 meters


altitude difference:
817 ascending 

altitude difference:
686 descending

Mountain hikeRefreshment options: Taubenseehütte (*); Chiemhauser Alm (*); Stoibenmöseralm (*) (*) typical alpine 
snack, coffee and cake during the alpine grazing season (please note opening times)Achental hiking badge checkpoints: 
Hinterwössen circular route; TaubenseeSpecial features: beautiful, refreshing mountain lake with swimming facilities; rare 
crabs in the lake; bizarre rock holes on the lake shoreTip: to cool off, take your bathing suit and jump into the 
TaubenseeDescription: Taubensee car park-Hinterwössen - Kroatensteig - Taubensee - Sauermöseralm - Stoibenmöseralm 
- Luftbodensteig - Taubensee car park-Hinterwössen From the hiking car park, follow the signposts to Taubensee and 
climb up along the Schlierbach past the Luftbodensteig junction until you reach the Kroatensteig junction. Here, climb left 
in serpentines up to the Taubensee. Here we recommend a short detour to the right to the Taubenseehütte, as it is only 
here that the panorama of the Tyrolean mountains opens up. Back on our path you will reach the Taubensee and walk up 
to the right to the Sauermöseralm. Here you follow the signs to Stoibenmöseralm and you will reach it after a short walk. 
Below the Stoibenmöseralm a path leads you to the edge of the forest and if you keep to the left you will reach the 
Luftbodensteig. (A head for heights and surefootedness is required). Follow this downhill and soon you will reach the 
forest road again, which you already know from the outward journey. Along the Schlierbach you will soon reach your 
starting point again. The Sauermöser and Stoibenmöseralm offer you wonderful views of the surrounding mountains and 
of Lake Chiemsee.
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